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Institutional Details

This section documents, in great detail, the institutional setting. In Appendix A.1, we present
the ECB collateral framework. In Appendix A.2, we present the Targeted Long Term Refinancing
Operations (TLTROs) announced in July 2014. In Appendix A.3, we present (i) the legislative
framework behind government guaranteed bonds and (ii) present anecdotal evidence confirming
that the scheme was designed to allow banks to expand their eligible collateral in order to access
LTRO2.

A.1

ECB Collateral Framework

In this Appendix, we discuss the European Central Bank (ECB) collateral framework and describe
the evolution of holdings of available (non-pledged) collateral securities during the period June
2011-November 2011.
Every bank has access to ECB liquidity and, in particular, to the 3-Year LTRO. To be able to
borrow at ECB, banks are required to post eligible collateral. The list of eligible collateral securities
is posted and constantly updated on ECB website. There, intermediaries can check which securities
are pledgeable and what is the haircut that the central bank applies to each asset. The haircut
depends mainly on the asset class, rating, coupon structure, and residual maturity. Table A.1 and
Table A.2 provide examples of valuation haircuts, taken on a specific day, from ECB website.
Haircuts are applied at the market value of the security. If the market value drops before the
ECB loan matures, banks might receive a margin call from ECB asking to post additional collateral.
Haircuts are not changed often and, crucially, are unchanged around the allotment of the 3-Year
LTRO.
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Table A.1: ECB Collateral Schedule at LTRO (marketable assets). This table shows the haircuts applied
by the European Central Bank for each eligible collateral type pledged during open market operations after 28
July 2010, including longer term LTROs. The liquidity categories are (i) government bonds and debt instrument
issued by central banks; (ii) local and regional government debt instruments, Jumpo covered bonds, agency debt
instruments, and supranational debt instruments; (iii) traditional and structured covered bank bonds and corporate
debt instruments; (iv) uncovered credit institutions debt instruments; (v) ABSs. Standard floaters belong to maturity
category 0-1 years and another (unreported) table is applied to inverse floaters. This table is publicly available and
directly taken from ECB website www.ecb.europa.eu and has been published on 28 July 2010. Source: ECB website.

A.2

Targeted Long Term Refinancing Operation

On June 5, 2014, ECB announces a new type of liquidity injections, the Targeted Long Term
Refinancing Operations (TLTROs). The stated goal is to “enhance the functioning of the monetary
policy transmission mechanism by supporting lending to the real economy”.† Compared to the
two 3-Year LTRO allotments, the TLTRO consists of a series of allotments spanning a two year
period. Eurozone intermediaries have an initial limit (initial allowance) of 7% of the total amount
of their loans to the euro area non-financial private sector, excluding loans to households for house
purchase. The limit on the amount is then gradually relaxed: (i) in the two September 2014 and
December 2014 allotments banks can borrow an amount that cumulatively does not exceed this
initial allowance; (ii) during the period from March 2015 to June 2016, intermediaries can borrow
additional amounts in a series of quarterly allotments. These additional amounts can cumulatively

†

The oﬃcial announcement can be found on ECB website.
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Table A.2: ECB Collateral Schedule at LTRO (non-marketable assets). This table shows the haircuts
applied by the European Central Bank for each eligible collateral type pledged during open market operations after
28 July 2010, including longer term LTROs. The liquidity categories are (i) government bonds and debt instrument
issued by central banks; (ii) local and regional government debt instruments, Jumbo covered bonds, agency debt
instruments, and supranational debt instruments; (iii) traditional and structured covered bank bonds and corporate
debt instruments; (iv) uncovered credit institutions debt instruments; (v) ABSs. Standard floaters belong to maturity
category 0-1 years and another (unreported) table is applied to inverse floaters. This table is publicly available and
directly taken from ECB website www.ecb.europa.eu and has been published on 28 July 2010. Source: ECB website.

reach up to three times each counterpartys net lending to the euro area non-financial private sector.
All TLTROs will mature in September 2018. The interest rate on the TLTROs will be fixed over the
life of each operation at the rate on the Eurosystems main refinancing operations (MROs) prevailing
at the time of take-up, plus a fixed spread of 10 basis points. Interest will be paid in arrears when
the borrowing is repaid. Starting 24 months after each TLTRO, counterparties will have the option
to repay any part of the amounts they were allotted in that TLTRO at a six-monthly frequency.

A.3

Government Guaranteed Bank Bonds (GGBBs)

After the 2008 financial crisis, the European Commission temporarily relaxes the standard restrictions on financial sector government support. As the sovereign crisis deteriorates even further in
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the summer of 2011, the European Commission extends the temporary framework to allow peripheral eurozone governments to back their weak domestic banking sectors (see European Commission
(2011)). On 6 December, the Italian government implements the European Commission guideline
(see Italian Government (2011)) allocating a government budget of million e200 to bank liabilities guarantees for the 2012-2016 period. Under these scheme Italian banks can apply, not later
than June 30, 2012, to receive a government guarantee on specific debt instruments (principal and
interests).
The guarantee has a maturity between three months and five years (or seven years in the case
of covered bonds). The Bank of Italy is in charge of evaluating the capitalization of the applicant
bank in order to ensure that the entity is not insolvent. The guarantee is irrevocable, cannot be
conditioned on other obligations, and it might be granted only to banks with Italian legal residence.
Banks can obtain government guarantees up to what is “necessary to reactivate their medium- and
long-term financing capacity”. However, individual bank’s guarantees cannot exceed the regulatory
capital. The Bank of Italy monitors that these limits are respected. After having determined that
the issuer eligible to receive the guarantee, the Bank of Italy communicates the positive response to
the Italian Treasury. Within five days, the Treasury then confidentially communicates the approval
of the guarantee to the bank.
Eligible financial debt instruments must be senior, euro denominated, plain vanilla, and issued
after 22 December 2011. The also need to have fixed coupon and a unique principal payment at
maturity. For each bank, the share of financial instruments with maturity greater than three years
cannot exceed one third of the total nominal value of guaranteed instruments. The bank needs to
pay a fee that is the sum of a fixed commission and a variable part based on the riskiness of the
issuer. The cost of the guarantee is approximately one percent of the guaranteed amount.
A.3.1

GGBBs and LTRO2: Anecdotal Evidence

In this subsection, we document anecdotal evidence confirming that (i) self-issued government
guaranteed bonds were entirely used to tap the second LTRO allotment and (ii) the cost of the
guarantee was non negligible implying that only banks with scarce available collateral had the
incentive to pay the government guarantee.
Use of Government Guaranteed Bank Bonds

UBI Banca, in the 2012 Annual Financial

Financial statement documents that “The increase in the assets [eligible at ECB] is the result of
a series of actions undertaken in the first quarter of the year (+e13 billion) [...] The principal
strategic initiatives implemented during 2012 were the issuance by UBI Banca, of bonds with a
government guarantee for a total nominal amount of e6 billion (e5.8 billion net of haircuts) [...]”. In
its 2012 annual statement, Banco Popolare di Milano states that “the following are the own bonds
issued and repurchased as part of the refinancing operations with the European Central Bank
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[...] and provided as collateral for the advances received from central banks (OMO Open Market
Operations): (i)“BPM 23.03.2012-2017 5.90%” bonds guaranteed by the Government, for a nominal
value of e0.5 billion; (ii) “BPM 23.03.2012-2015 4.90%” bonds guaranteed by the Government,
for a nominal value of e1.0 billion. In its 2012 annual financial statement, Banca Carige states
that “ assets held to guarantee own liabilities include [...] own debt securities, irrevocably and
unconditionally guaranteed by the Italian Government pursuant to Art. 8 of Law Decree 201/2011,
amounting to e2,000 million, pledged as a guarantee to the European Central Bank for Long Term
Refinancing Operations (LTRO).”
Rationale for the Italian Government GGBBs Law Fitch Ratings (2012) notes that “The
Italian government was quick to establish a government-guaranteed bond scheme to enable the
banks to create collateral by issuing selfretained bonds. Fitch understands that the LTRO funds
to date have been used primarily to replace short-term interbank and institutional funding or
wholesale maturities, with very little invested in government debt so far. The Bank of Italy expects
the banks to use LTRO funding to sustain loan availability to the real economy. Measures taken by
the Italian government and the central bank have enabled the banking sector to increase available
ECB-eligible collateral substantially. This additional collateral has eased pressure on funding,
which had intensified during Q411. According to the Bank of Italy, at end-January 2012 the Italian
banking sector had about EUR150bn unencumbered eligible collateral. The recent decision to allow
additional assets (rated loans) as collateral could increase available collateral by about EUR70bn90bn. This puts the total of potential unutilised available collateral prior to February’s LTRO at
around EUR250bn.” Similarly, Unicredit Credit Research (2014) illustrate that the government law
was “carried out in order to stabilize the Italian credit system and to provide Italian banks with
state guarantees on their bonds, which could then be posted as ECB collateral for much needed
liquidity: 3Y LTROs”.
Cost of the Government Guarantee Intesa Sanpaolo, in its 2012Q1 financial statement, reports that “compared to the fourth quarter of 2011, net fee and commission income for the first
quarter of 2012 fell slightly by 1.6%, entirely due to the impact of the cost for the government guarantee on the banks bonds [...].” Similarly. in its 2012 annual financial statement, Banco Popolare
states that “net fee and commission income was negative, corresponding to e-37.4 million, insofar
as it includes the cost of bonds guaranteed by the government”. Monte dei Paschi Siena, in its 2012
annual report, states that ”net fees and commissions were impacted by the cost of the Government
guarantee required to gain access to ECB LTROs, as against a slight growth in retail and corporate
components [...] The downtrend as compared to 2011 was mainly accounted for by institutional
funding charges (particularly commissions on the Government guarantee required to gain access to
ECB LTROs).”
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Additional Tables

Firm Characteristics
Q1
Risky
Firm Profitability
Leverage
Total Assets
Median
Risky
Firm Profitability
Leverage
Total Assets
Q3
Risky
Firm Profitability
Leverage
Total Assets
Mean
Risky
Firm Profitability
Leverage
Total Assets

Dec10

Dec11

Dec12

Dummy
EBITDA
%
ebillions

0
2.2
37.9
652.0

0
1.8
38.5
665.0

0
0.9
35.4
650.0

Dummy
EBITDA
%
ebillions

1
6.2
67.8
1,533.0

1
5.9
68.6
1,553.0

1
5.3
66.8
1,523.0

Dummy
EBITDA
%
ebillions

1
11.4
87.3
4,058.0

1
11.1
87.9
4,099.0

1
10.4
87.5
4,025.0

Dummy
EBITDA
%
ebillions

0.491
6.8
61.0
9,226.4

0.487
5.1
62.1
9,299.0

0.486
3.0
61.8
9,311.5

Table B.1: Summary Statistics, Firms. This table shows firm summary statistics at December 2010, December
2011, and December 2012. The four panels show the first quartile, the median, the third quartile, and the mean,
respectively. Firm characteristics include a risk dummy equal to one if the firm has a Z-score greater or equal than
5 (range 1-9), profitability (EBITDA), leverage, and total assets. Source: Cebi-Cerved Database.
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Additional Figures
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Figure C.1: Bank Dry-Up Exposure and Loans to Firms. This bar chart shows the correlation between
banks’ total loans to firms and banks’ exposure to the foreign wholesale market. The x-axis groups banks in ten deciles
according to their exposure to the foreign wholesale market in June 2011. Each bar measures the share of total credit to
firms funded by banks in each decile. Exposure deciles are delimited by p(10)=0.000%, p(20)=0.027%, p(30)=0.108%,
p(40)=0.207%, p(50)=0.750%, p(60)=1.476%, p(70)=2.737%, p(80)=4.559%, and p(90)=7.567%. Source: Bank of
Italy.
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